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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through
which citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain
Invader, these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On VJ Day in 1945, the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways. It’s now the 21st Century and an old threat has
become new. The Allied Fighters are needed once again, with the original ‘Major’ Invader leading the team once again, this
band of old and new heroes will fight to save the world from any evil - new or old.

Vindication, thy name is Vincent
The Vanguard. A secretive para-military World
operation created to repel any form of extraterrestrial attack. In the last several years, the
Vanguard has mostly fought off the invading
Rikti. The Vanguard answers only to Lady Grey.

When the Vanguard fight the Rikti, injured
or dying Vanguard troops are sent to Base
Mediporters that teleport and heal them.
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The Vangaurd’s
Mediporters can heal as
high as 75% to 100% of
your initial health.

The Mediporter is
considered one of the
most powerful pieces of
equipment in the world,
Not only do the
Mediporters teleport an
injured person to a safe
location like a command
base or a hospital, but
they also aid in healing
that injured person to
one degree or another.

Extensive use of the
MEdiporter is not a
good thing.
Calcification and
repaired bones can
sometimes create long
term health issues.
Basically, the more you
use the Mediporter, the
shorter (and more
painful) your senior
years will become.

Some Super-hero Bases
have Mediporters, but due
to base power, design and
cost, most of those
Mediporters may only
heal you between 25% and
50% of your overall
health prior to your
injuries.

Ms. Vincent has been with the
Vanguard the last 24 hours. She
hasn’t slept or rested once yet.

With a rate of 75%-100%
healing, Vanguard’s
Medicporters are the
top of the line, and rare
amongst the populace.

Vangaurd Troops
will only use the
Mediporter an
average of 20
times a year…

She has already used the
Mediporter 20 times…today.
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Ms. Vincent had recently lost her
superhero Registration, and as such,
was ordered to turn over her power
suit*. She fled. Instead, she found out
about the secretive Vanguard.

The Vanguard doesn’t care if you’re a hero or
villain, Rogue or Vigilante; all they care about
is if you can fight against extraterrestrial
invasions. Ms. Vincent has since been recruited
in the Vanguard doing just that.

Back
again so
soon?

Ow.

*New Allied
Fighters Issue #5
- Issue Guru Deej

I don’t see you out there
stopping the Rikti
hordes. What’s it to you?

Your health, as with the health of
all of the Vanguard, is important
to me. You need to rest. NOW.

I can’t. The Rikti
broke through the
South border again.
We have to stop them.
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Wait, Are these
my Medical
Scans?

Yes. You’ve had several
contusions, several
fractures and shot 58
times…all in the last day.

Wow. I’ve never seen what I
look like from the inside.
What’s that line going down
the back of my skull?

If you don’t rest, that
fracture will split open and
your brains will spill out
of your head. This is why you
need to rest. Allow time for
the healing, Ms. Vincent.

Oh.

That hairline fracture is a
result of your last two
Mediporter visits after you
were smashed in the head by
Rikti Troopers with the butt
of their weapons.
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Tell you what,
Doc…my power
gauntlets are out of
calibration. I think
I’ll go do some
‘target practice’ to
rest. How’s that for
a solution?

Rest is the
only solution,
not further
violence
against the
Rikti. I do not
recommend
your actions.

I’ll try and ‘relax’
a bit Doc, but I
can’t promise
anything…

Neither does
the Rikti.

…except more
dead Rikti.
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The Doc is right. I do need to
rest. I’m starting to see
little halos around the lights.
Not a good sign. I am tired.

Levantra.

Ms.
Vincent.

But I’m not going
to slack off when
the world is at
stake. I’m not
going to stop until
I’m dead, period.

So, are you done trying to
make the rest of us look bad?

…THAT’S
what
makes
YOU
look bad.
Not me.

Actually,
Levantra,
standing around
like you do…

Try
getting
back in
the action
again,
girl.

…while others are
laying down their
lives out there,
well, you see…
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Hey
Whitney!

Out making
friends, again,
I see?

Who?
Levantra?
Pffft. If that
girl moved
from her spot,
Lady Grey
herself would
have a heart
attack!

I see you got
some new Rikti
troops lined up
for me to
‘interrogate’,
hmmm?

Well, it’s against my better
judgment, and probably
against the Geneva
Convention, but…yes. They’re
yours to ‘interrogate’.

Please…try to keep the pieces
of them from flying off in
this direction…I just cleaned
the floors this morning.

No
promises.

OK, you
bastards, let’s
see what you’re
made of…from
the inside out!!

Payback’s a
bitch, isn’t it?
That’s right - and
I’M the bitch!!

Get it?
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OK, who wants to answer my
questions?? None of you? How about
this for an opening question…

Do you think
you can kill
thousands of
innocents,
Troops and
HEROES and get
away with it??

Do you think you can
get away with taking
my Sam away from me?

The love of my life?

My soul mate?

Well do you, you
bastards??

DO YOU?!?

Answer me, DAMMIT!

ANSWER ME!!
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Think you can all
go silent on me??

This interrogation goes
on until I break all of
you!!!

That’s it, baby! Show ‘em
what you’re made of!

Dammit, you made me miss!

Whu…??
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Ms. Vincent: 98%; Rikti: 0%.
Nice shooting, Ms. Vincent. The
energy-absorbing Rikti Test
Targets you just blasted helped
charge the base’s batteries by
14%. Well done.

And for the
record, I did NOT
make you miss.

It’s alright,
Whitney, it was
my fault for
distracting her,
right baby?

Sam…

How’s my
girl doing?
Miss me??
…where the hell have
you been hiding, honey?

??

I’ve been watching how you’ve
been vindicating me. You make
me proud, girl. Damn proud.

I’ve been
watching
over you,
sugar-lips.

I miss you so
bad, honey.
Every day…

You haven’t
called me
that in
years.

I’ve been dead
awhile, babe,
Remember??

Uh…Ms.
Vincent, who are
you talking to?
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I know. I know. We’ll
be back together soon
enough, but for now…

…I need you to buck
up and get with the
program. People’s
lives are at stake,
and I can’t be there
to help them…

Uh…Ms.
Vincent, did
you need
something?
Were you
talking to
me??

…but you can.
You got my suit
now. You have
the power. Help
the innocents,
baby. Help them…

Uh…Ms. Vincent, you ok? You need a
little Pick-me-up? Here’s some
Kinetic Energy Drink, if you like…

I swear to you Sam Vincent:
Until the day I die…

Thank you,
Sam.

Uh…my
name’s
still
Bobby…

Uh…my name’s
Bobby…

For what,
baby?
Thanks for
being here
for me.
Uh…sure, Ms.
Vincent…
Here’s your
drink…

I’ll always be here,
baby. Watching
over you. Waiting
for you.
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…until you and I can be
together again, I will fight
for every innocent! For
those that die, I’ll vindicate
them ten –fold…all for you!

I miss
you, Sam.
Every day.

I know. Soon, sugar.
Soon. We’ll be back
together. Forever.

That’s my girl!
Now chug that
drink and get
back to it!

…Bobby…
*sigh*

Uh…
ok…

Sam’s given me
the drive…
…the strength…

…and the
willpower
I’ll need…
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…those perpetrators
will learn real pain;
they will learn real
justice; they will
know who vindicates
the innocent; they
will know:

…to see this
through to the end.

MS.
VINDICATOR!!

And as God is my
witness, anyone or
anything who is
hurt, killed, maimed
or bullied by the
worthless scum of
this or any other
world…

Central, This is
Ms. Vincent…

…now going by
the codename: Ms.
Vindicator…

…I’m on
my way.

“The strong survive, but the
courageous triumph.”
― Michael Scott, The Warlock
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Convergence
Meanwhile, in the unlit and dank
medical bay of the old Allied
Fighter’s command base…

<How’re we
feeling, Jacque?>*

<Physically, sore;
emotionally…I
don’t know any
more, Doctor.>

<We came here,
nowhere else to go.
Our Meme gone, her
fortune gone, we had
no one to turn to…>

*Spoken in French.
-Francophile Deej

<…except here
to find your
long-lost
Grandfather
who decided to
shoot you.
Twice.>

<My arrogance
brought my sister
and me to that
point. It is truly
my fault.>
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<We…I…acted irrationally.
Even Meme taught us not to
be so. Now, I find she was
a spy; a…a…’mind-thief’
who read and altered minds
against their will.>

<I have said things I had
no right to say. Bad things.
I have sullied our family
name by my actions.>

<Fair enough. You admit your
mistakes; we admit ours. We shouldn’t
have jumped to conclusions either.
Look, past is past. I think it’d be best
if you stayed with us…for now.>

<How is that
possible? He
won’t…>

<Leave your Grandpa to me. I’ll
smooth things over with him.
He’s a tough, arrogant bastard,
but so are you. You’ll remind
him of himself 50 years ago.>

<Our choices are thin, Doctor.
As much as I know he and I
will fight, I also know your
idea is our only way of making
right what has transpired.>
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<Good! Look don’t worry about him…he’s a cuddly Teddy
Bear…he’s just…well…a nutcase…made out of Titanium…and
armed with several dozen ways to kill you…er…ah…>
<He is also Family, and
family means everything
to Sophie and me.>

<I do not know what path
Grandfather has taken or
continues to take, but if he
trusts someone as kind and
truthful as you, then I
believe we should at
least…try to be family, no?>

< Look, let me talk with him. You go
discuss this with your sister. In a
few minutes we’ll all be kissing each
other on the cheeks…er… facial, not
posterior…,eh?>

As Jacque carefully walks down the
unlit corridor, Doc Alleviation
finds Major Invader walking with
Sophie. Doc interrupts their jovial
chat and tells Sophie that Jacque is
looking for her.
Doc hopes to
persuade the Major to a family
truce; one that may be a win for all.
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NO.

What do you mean, ‘No”? C’mon, this is a win/win
situation! You get grandkids you’ve never had, we get
two new young super-powered members to the team, and
you get someone else to verbally abuse aside from me!

No. End of
Story.

Well I’m opening this up to
the first chapter! They have
nowhere else to go; you
gonna drop them on the curb
and allow groups like
Arachnos and the Gold
Syndicate to pick them up?

They have no combat
training. They’re greener
than your mother’s potatoes.
He’s a loose cannon, she’d
probably fall apart on her
first solo mission. NO.

So you’re saying ‘No’ because
they’re too hard for you to train?
Really? My, how the mighty have
shriveled up. I suppose training
mentalists is, what, a headache
for you, old man?

I said no.
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Ok, have it your way. I’m
sure that new team, ‘The
Challengers’, is looking for
a pair like that.

Look, don’t pull your “it’s for
their own good” speech you
tried on a few others! Their
powers can alter our team
dynamic! Hell, we may be able
to do MORE than one team!

I know what
you’re
doing…

No.

didn’t the Challengers say in
the news that you were a
‘washed up old coot who
couldn’t train today’s heroes
even if it was done for him’?

Good! Shoot me! Maybe it’ll get me
to understand what a stupid…yes, I
said STUPID!…decision you’re
making! You know this is the right
answer!

I already made
up my mind.

You want to
get shot,
boy?

They stay.
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Nope. Sophie and I already
talked. We’d already made the
decision for both of them to
stay. Any other play is…how’d
you put it? Oh yea…STUPID.

Look, you bullheaded
old…wait…what did you say??

They
stay.

So…you agree with me?
So, wait…why’d you keep
saying ‘No’?

Other than that, you need to lighten
up a bit. You’re too serious.
Relax and you’ll live longer…like
me! Now go get Medical ready.

I wanted to see if you’ve
still got the moxie you used
to have. Kudos. You passed.
That…plus I wanted to see if
your face’d get any redder
than your shirt. It did. I
won the bet with Sophie.

I…you…but…Ah hell.

Just so you feel better about
yourself, you made the right
call. Take me out to the
woodshed when needed. Always.

Damn the man.
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Moments later, Doc Alleviation
saunters back to the Medical Bay
to find his first patient finally
awake and sitting up.

Good to see you
awake. How’re you
feeling?

I’m…better. What
happened? The last
thing I remember
was passing out at
a hospital…

Well, you
popped out of
some strangelooking portal
here, dead. You
obviously got
better.

Um…I’d like to
tell you, but
first…can we find
me some clothes?
Please?

You seem awfully familiar,
son. What’s your name?
Where are you from?

And with that, Doc Alleviation starts
opening up crates in the hopes of finding
the unknown and strange naked young man
some clothes. As the Doctor digs through
crates last packed a decade or so ago, he
realizes he hasn’t even told the Major
about him yet. He ponders, wondering if
the Major might know who this guy is…
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Hello and Welcome (continued)
Atheyta was assigned a simple mission by her ‘husband’, Emperor Cole – infiltrate a Primal Earth
Super Group, learn all you can, forward that information and deceive them until the day the
invasion happens…then wipe them out. To complete her mission, she’s killed hundreds of Tsoo and
Warriors gang members and travelled to Atlas Park to get her Hero Registration Card.

Now, Hero Registration Card in
hand, she must find a suitable
super group to infiltrate. But
where should she begin?

How can she get the attention of potential hero
groups in this era? On Praetoria, they had the TPN
televised service to tell all subjects that which the
Emperor wanted them to know. Here, though…

…she’ll have to improvise. She notices a small
enclave of folks aside her.
They seem to be
‘interviewing’ someone.
This might be the
opportunity she needs to get her desires met.
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…and, like, saved
his life…and stuff,
you know.

So…like…there he
was…like…drowning
and stuff and, you
know, I pulled him out
of the water…

Excuse me, ‘Doctor
Greeple’, Sharon
Shelack of PNN…

…wasn’t the drowning man
found in only a foot of water?

…well, yea, man…but, like…you know…
*Snicker*

And to add to that, you say he
was wearing a red, yellow, blue
and white costume?
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Well, yea, like…he was, like, you know, in a
costume with a mask and everything. I was
like, whoa! Dude! You’re going to like
drown and like he just like laid there…

…so then like he like
‘whoosh’ and
disappeared and stuff.
I was bummed, man. But
I…HEY…whu…

…so I was like, “I’ll save you
dude!”, and you know, I like,
pulled him out and stuff. It was
a righteous save, man.

Who’re
you?
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Heralders of Paragon City!

…hey…like
…that’s
rude…

Hear me and harken this day
in script and song, for
ATHEYTA has returned to your
world anon!

Finally!
Something
newsworthy!

You mean,
Athena, right?

Who?

I am known by many names,
Athena ‘twas but one. But this
day, this era…you have
regained the Warrior Goddess
who fought on the side of good
in your “World War II”.

…hey…what
about me…?

Wasn’t that
like, ages
ago?

Like, in
the ‘80s?

…man…

I have returned from afar
to this world to guide and
aid you in your hour of
need once again.
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My sister and I
wrote one of our
first articles about
you decades ago!

Your world’s super groups
are new and varied to me.
I am sure your scripts and
‘videos’ shall quicken the
heart of a leader worthy of
my sword soon enough.

I intend to grace one of this
realm’s most powerful super
groups to provide my sword for
the betterment of all mortals.

Is there a particular
super Group you
wish to join?

My publisher’s
going to have a
heart attack! This
is BIG!

Oh my God!
It IS her!
It’s really
Atheyta!

…this was
MY
interview…

It is indeed
pleasing to
stand amongst
you mortals
again!

Look this
way, Atheyta!

Smile,
Atheyta!

But…like…
…oh man…
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Know this, herlalds! This day beckons
the start of a new era! An era free of
crime and villainy! An era of peace and
grandeur! An era where mortals shall
find a new enlightenment!

Smile!

Talk about a
news scoop!

Share this news with your
cities, your nations, and
your world! Atheyta is
here for you once again!
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Get a live
feed going!

Show your
sword
again!

Wasn’t she
some kind
of psycho?

Damn
she’s
tall!

Dude in the
green…GET
OUT OF THE
PICTURE!!

O.M.G.!
This is
huge!

…really…?

Damn…She’s
hot!!

Will you join
Positron’s
Freedom Phalanx?

Do those
bracelets
deflect
bullets?

What is a
Positron?

Armored
Rad/Rad
Blaster; you
know…?

Fire your
bullets at
me and we
shall soon
see, herald.

Uh…well,
maybe
later…

I shall look forward to
our forthcoming battle
then, herald!

No. I do
not know.
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So…like…if you get
your gig with a superduper group, can I,
like, tag along?
Please??

No, Whiny
one.

Get the
Live Feed
on her,
now!!

Atheyta, can you
tell us what it was
like fighting
beside major,
well,…’then’…
Captain Invader?

…aw
maaaannn…

Look at the
camera here,
Atheyta!

What is your name, herald?

Candice Coply,
reporting for the
Paragon Times.

…we’re
going
live in
3..2..
My God!
It is her!
Pics!
NOW!!!

Candice Coply,
you have asked a
good question,
and I shall
endeavor to
honor that
question with an
equal level
answer.

The bad
guys are
SO
screwed!
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Candice Coply, I shall tell
you a tale, nay, an homage,
to one of the bravest
mortals I have ever bared
witness to in this realm:
your ‘Captain Invader’.

It ‘twas a dark and gloomy night
that enveloped our comrades as
we absconded upon the enemy’s
gates in Italy several decades
ago. There were but six of us; the
enemy was reported to be 200
strong. Even the gods would have
wagered against our encounter.

As we advanced
in stealth
amongst the
enemy, the
Captain elected to
scout ahead to
assess the
enemy’s
stronghold…

…there, the
Captain found a
panzer tank
division, primed
for assault on
the forthcoming
allied advance.
We knew the odds
beckoned our
defeat, yet…

…he stormed the
tanks with the
fearlessness of a
demi-god. He
destroyed all but
one himself; I
destroyed that
remaining one.

When all was said and done, we’d
destroyed 12 tanks, 3 aircraft and over
350 troops. Most of that was done by him
alone. None of us six were lost. He is
truly a titan amongst mortals. . Captain
Invader is the ONLY leader I would ever
deem worthy to fight aside again.
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He then used
every tactic,
every weapon,
every skill he
amassed and
charged through
hails of bullets
and grenades,
advancing faster
in pace than even
we.

That’s an incredible story, Atheyta!
Is there a reason why you wouldn’t
rejoin the Allied Fighters?

Oh wow.
That
was…like…
beautiful,
man. *sniff*

I am sure the Allied Fighters are no
longer active, nor would I imagine a
centennial-aged Captain Invader…

Ms. Atheyta! I’m currently
doing a story about the Allied
Fighters reforming! It’s said
Major Invader has been called
back into action!

I’ve got eyewitness
reports of the Secretary
of Defense reactivating
the Allied Fighters just
mere days ago. Will you
be joining them?

Herald! I demand to know; is
what you say the truth or a
rumor spread by trolls?
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Know this, mortal: If your words
are true, then the Allied Fighters
shall indeed once again have
Atheyta’s sword at their call to
service, posthaste. BUT, only
should ‘Major’ Invader be
amongst those returning to duty.

That is just SO
cool, man! I
can, like, feel
the positive
vibes emanating
from everyone!

Tell me you got
that live?!?
This is epic!!

This is such a
righteous moment,
man! Like, how about
a hug or a high-five,
Atheyta?

That is all I have
left to say, heralds!
Call forth the
honored ‘Major’
Invader and inform
him Atheyta has
chosen to once
again grace his
ranks! Go now and
pass the word unto
him!

Away from me, Whiny
One, or I shall be
compelled to smite you.

Maaaann, we had
such a
connection
going on, too…
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This is Candy Crawley reporting
to you LIVE from Atlas Park
where an epic revelation has just
occurred regarding the return of
the Allied Fighters and the
warrior goddess known as
Atheyta! Just moments ago…

Reserve Page 1;
we’ve got a
story that’ll
knock your
smartphone
offline!

Show your sword
again, Atheyta! Wave
that bad boy in the air!

WE LOVE YOU
ATHEYTA!!!

Over here,
Atheyta!

Atheyta!!
So
cool!

It
IS
her!

This
kicks
ass!

Righteous.

…Breaking
news here
in Atlas
Park…
Are you
going to
Galaxy
City to
help…?

Marry
me,
Atheyta!

As more and more reporters and news
cameras begin to encompass Atheyta,
she ponders. “Zues has granted me my
wish, to once again quicken to my
former comrades-at-arms…but I am
also required, by decree of my husband,
to
spy
and
kill
these
same
heroes…Will I be able to complete the
mission set before me? Can I truly
kill the only mortal I respect? What
will happen to Praetoria, and my
beloved, should I choose NOT to
complete this mission? Why am I
thinking of my wedding day again…”
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On Foreign Soil (continued)
In the last 24 hours, Galaxy City, a zone of Paragon City’s whole, was struck by hundreds of falling
meteors. Buildings were struck, people were killed, and devastation blanketed the city. In the
wake of the meteor shower, thousands of creatures emerged from the meteors, attacking the
remaining city’s survivors. Through combined efforts of the military, Civil Defense, police,
firemen, Longbow and superheroes alike, the creatures were contained and all remaining civilians
were evacuated from the zone. One of those heroes, Captain Lithuania, hasn’t left Galaxy City since
the meteors began to rain down and has literally passed out from exhaustion at an Evac site.

“The skies o’er us are adrift of cloud-shaped dreams;
dreams mottled with youthful trips amidst the clouds;”

“but should fantasy fall way by the conspiracy of others; never
shall the dream be what once was, e’er anon” -Anonymous
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Captain Lithuania, a famous
European superhero, had
been called to Paragon City
at the invitation of his
benefactor, Major Invader,
to join his new team.

With great heroism and
sacrifice, the Captain
saved dozens of lives
amidst the chaos,
taking out hundreds of
the meteor creatures,

He used all of his energy to
stop a massive meteor
creature and Arachnos from
felling more innocents.

For now, Captain Lithuania is out of
immediate danger, but that doesn’t
mean his story is over; quite the
contrary; it’s only just begun…

Captain…?

Captain…?
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Captain…?

WHUPWHUPWHUP

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP

Captain
Lithuania,
Welcome
back, Sir!

…need…
…need…
paint…

Everything’s
ok, now.
Just relax…
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHU
You gave us quite a
Sir, initial vitals check out.
scare there. We
almost lost you.

WHUPW

Captain, we’ve also been
recharging your suit for the
last half hour. However, you’re
only at 12% power now.

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW

HUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW
I’m fine…Coyote, isn’t it?

*UGHN*
I’m
honored
you know
my name
or face.

…paint…

Captain,
take it
slow…

No, the honor is mine. I
went through a ‘different’
training system than the
one you had set up in the
old days of Paragon City. I
wish I’d gone through
yours instead.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
I take it
And a field
I thank you for that
this is an
compliment, Captain, but we
hospital…and a
Evac site?
are the ones grateful to
morgue,
you. Your actions saved
unfortunately.
countless lives today.

How
many…?

It’s too soon for an accurate
body count, Captain. I’d guess
over 400 dead, so far.

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
Luckily, thanks to heroes like
you, we were able to evacuate
over five thousand civilians.
That’s an impressive feat for
such a huge disaster.

By the way, who are
those three
standing off to the
side? One
looks…familiar.

Thank you,
Sergeant.
I just
hope what
I did was
enough.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW
They are from a
group you may
remember as ‘The
Vanguard”. The
woman is Lady
Grey, the one in
red is Apex, and…

UPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
But first, gentlemen, I want to
thank you for all you’re doing.
Your efforts have saved lives
today…including mine.

We’re all on the
same team, sir.

…Dark Watcher. We’ll discuss
this in a minute, Coyote.

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP
When I was in the Lithuanian
Special Operations Rescue unit,
all out training was based on what
you two do every day.
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HUPWHUPWHUPWH
What I know, what I do,
from one day to the next,
is a direct result of
what you already are. My
thanks for all you do.

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
I know there’s more
work for you gents than
to nursemaid me. Carry
on, men.

WHUPWHUPWHUPW

Thank you, Captain.
What you said…that
means a lot coming
from you.

PWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP

It’s been an honor, Sir.
Godspeed, Sir.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW
Well said, Captain.
So…Dark Watcher…

UPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
He is an enigma,
wrapped in shadows.
I knew you were
going to say that.

How much do you
know about Dark
Watcher?

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
You see, I know something about
him. A few years ago, if you
remember in the news, Lithuania
was taken over by a die-hard soviet
communist named Red Commissar
and his Red Guard. Lithuanians
were forced to work in labor
camps; some died, Most suffered.
Survivors still have nightmares.
Dark Watcher over there, well, he
just ‘watched’. He NEVER helped any
of them. I was there. I know.

They’re signaling me to come
over there, Coyote. I’ll be
back soon. Hopefully, I won’t
lose my cool.
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I’m Apex.
WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHU
Captain, my name is
Captain.
Lady Grey of the
Vanguard.

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP
On behalf of our senior
officers in the Vanguard, I’d
like to extend an invitation
and welcome you to the ranks
of The Vanguard, effective
immediately.

UPWHUPWH
UPWHUPW
Your combat prowess,
tenacity and powers set you
far above the rest. We are an
elite corps that deals with
the same thing you just
accomplished: stopping
extraterrestrial attacks.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP
With all due respect, Lady
Grey…is this a ‘request’ or
a ‘mandate’?

Well, I’m not entirely
sure of
HUPWHUP
HUPWHUPW
what you are getting on about…

… but yes, of course…it is
a ‘request’.

Captain, if I may; The
WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP
Vanguard is a benevolent
organization. Its whole
purpose is to save the world.
Isn’t that what you already
try to do…every day?

UPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
I’m afraid our ‘requests’
will not be enough to sway
him. I do believe he’s about
to mention that I’M going
to be a problem for him.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPW
Is this true Captain?
Do you have a beef with
the Dark Watcher?

UPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW
He WATCHED as
Lithuanians died.
He WATCHED as others
like me fought against
the Red Guard.
He WATCHED instead of
ACTED to save lives.
I will NEVER forgive
him for that.

So as far as your ‘request’
WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP
goes, the answer, is no.
Major Invader has instead
offered me a spot in the
Allied Fighters.
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Interesting. You do know
UPWHUPWHUPWH
what happened to his LAST
team, don’t you, Captain?

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHU
Yes, Watcher. I know EXACTLY what happened to his last team,
but you see…they died valiantly in ACTION…they didn’t stand
around and just…WATCH…while others died.

God help whoever is the
next group of people you
‘watch’ over!

If you walk away now, so
WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
will
we...when you or your
Captain!
people
need us most. Think
Understand
about
that
before you board
this: one day
that
helicopter.
We’ll be here
you will need
awaiting
your
acceptance.
the Vanguard.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW

PWHUPWHUPWHUPWH

…need…
paint…

OK, Honey. Ascender is
looking for some paint
for you. Now just relax,
it’ll be ok…

WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWH
Lady Grey, I ‘respectfully’ decline
your offer. Thank you for your
‘gracious’ invitation to join The
Vanguard. I can only hope they live
up to their name.

OH…and Dark
Watcher…
…I hope you ROT in Hell.
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WHUPWHUPWH
Well, I say we
cocked that one
up. Wouldn’t
you agree,
apex?

PWHUPWHUPWHU
…need…
…paint…
*SOB*
…NEEEED…
*Brawh*
..Paaaaint…

HUPWHUPW

I know you’ve lost
Your husband and
your children,
honey. Hang in
there. We’re going
to get you help
once we’re on the
helicopter…

NO!!!
Yes, Mum.

PAINT!!
NOW!!!
Now!!

THREE QUESTONS.
WHUPWH
FIRST: HOW LONG
UNTIL LIFTOFF?
WHUPWH
WHUPWH

3
PWHUPWHUP
MINUTES!
SECOND: WHAT’S
PWHUPWHUP
YOUR NAME?!
PWHUPWHUP

PERSHING!
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WHUPWHPW
HUPWHUP
YES IT WILL, PERSHING.
EXCELLENT. PERSHING MY
THANK YOU. I’LL GO
THIRD QUESTION: DO YOU
COLLECT
IT UP AND BE
WHUPWHPW
HUPWHUP
HAVE ANY TYPE OF PAINT,
BACK ABOARD THIS HELO
SPRAY, OR OTHERWISE
ASAP. CARRY ON,
ONBOARD
THIS HELICOPTER?
WHUPWHPW
HUPWHUP
PERSHING.

WE KEEP A CAN OR TWO
OF FEMA ORANGE
SPRAY PAINT ONBOARD.
WILL THAT DO?

CAPTAIN…I OVERHEARD WHAT LADY
WHUPWHPWH
UPWHUP
I’LL BE
GREY SAID. CALL ME IF ‘THEY’ EVER
RIGHT
DECIDE NOT TO COME HELP YOU. I
BACK!
WHUPWHPWH
UPWHUP
PROMISE I WON’T JUST ‘WATCH’.
WHUPWHPWH UPWHUP

I HOPE I’LL NEVER
HAVE TO TAKE YOU UP
ON THAT OFFER…BUT
THANK YOU…AGAIN,
PERSHING.
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Two minutes later…
WHUPWHPW
WHUPWHPW
OK, I’M DONE! LET’S GET
THE REST LOADED UP,
WHUPWHPW
SAILOR!

A FEW ARE GOING TO
WAIT FOR THE NEXT
CHOPPER, CAPTAIN!

UPWHUP
UPWHUP
THAT
WOMAN…
UPWHUP

WE’LL GET HER
OUT ON THE NEXT
ONE!

WHUPWHPW HUPWHUP
ROGER THAT.
WHUPWHPW HUPWHUP
WHUPWHPW HUPWHUP

LET’S GET THE HELL OUT
OF HERE.
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WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHU
“When walking alone in a jungle of true darkness,
there are three things that can show you the way:”
WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUPWHU

“instinct to survive”

“the knowledge of navigation,”

“creative imagination.”

“Without them,
you are lost.”

― Toba Beta, My
Ancestor Was an
Ancient Astronaut
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The Eagle Has Landed Part II
Aguila de Mexico – The Mexican Eagle – is a valued hero of Mexico; a national treasure, if you
will. The people love him. The government loves him. Police love him. Criminals HATE him.
Today, Aguila discovered an assassination plot against the President of Mexico. An
assassination that’s said to be pertetrated by none other than…him. Not knowing who to trust,
Aguila has followed leads to a warehouse that might aid him in stopping this despotic event.

With the skill of over a
decade of practice and
application, Aguila evades.

<STOP! You are Trespassing! ALL
trespassers will be shot!>*

*Translated from
Mexican Spanish
–Gringo Deej

<Mexican Eagle?! Here??>

<Yield.
NOW.>

Even in the dark of
this old warehouse
in Mexico City,
Aguila deftly moves
with the grace of a
dancer, the
swiftness of a
cobra, the demeanor
of Errol Flynn and
the cunning of a
tactician.
The Guard, although
seemingly dong his
job, seems to have
some pretty heavy
hardware for simple
security. Aguila has
seen these rifles
before. They belong
to a fascist group
called ‘the Council’.

<You are not expected
here! Pity. You shall
die alone then!>
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He also has the tenacity and skill to strike another down,
wounding or killing, as required. Today, the Guard was a danger
that required a deadly blow.

He dislikes killing, but
in this instance, the
stakes are too high.

It is kill…
or be killed.

*ARGH!!!*

HaHaHa!
*cough*cough*

<You think
I’m the ONLY

<DROP YOUR
WEAPONS, MISTER
AGUILA! NOW!!>

*cough*

guard here??
*gurgle*
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Those two were awfully
stealthy, being able to sneak
up on him like that.

These men also seem to be carrying some serious hardware.

They are trained.

It seems he has entered something far more than it seems.
This must be the place. Still…something seems…off…about
this place…unnerving…

Most likely far above a
normal security guard’s pay.

Regardless, he must now contemplate what to do with these
two ‘guards’…

He gives
them an
out…

<Yield.>

<Us? Yield? I think you
have it backwards, hero.
YOU yield. Now!>
…he then scans the situation…
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<Stop him!>

…and then
STRIKES!!

SLICE!!
<I said…>
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<Yield!>

<Go to…>

HURGH!
He waited to see who’s
eyes gave away who
was going to attack
first. He then rode the
st
momentum of his 1
nd
attacks to fell the 2
‘guard’.

<…Hell…>
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Aguila de Mexico
is a proud man,
from a prominent
Mexican family.
His family was
murdered by drug
cartel Lieutenants.
The rest of his
world was
decimated by the
Rikti invasions.
He’s fought both
the cartels and the
Rikti…and won.
Even though he
knows how to stop
men such as these,
an unsettling
feeling continues
to disturb him.
Something is not
right with this
building. It is
unnatural…

…and for the first
time in years…he
is unsure of his
surroundings.

Regardless, he has an assassination to
stop. He will worry about this
‘disturbance’ later; for now, there is more
security to deal with.
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…he runs away, undamaged. Whatever was
disturbing him earlier is now sending him
full blown ‘red alerts’. He should have been
sliced in half, yet he responds as if he was
wearing armor. He must now discover the
source of this mystery as well.

These ‘guards’ are good, but
Aguila is better and quicker.
As one drops like a sack of
beans, the other takes a
midsection hit from Aguila’s
sword and rather than fall…

<Yield!>

MASTER! Help!! He
is too fast for me!

No!!

As in answer to the
‘guards’ cry for help,
Aguila is awash with the
desire to sleep. He
fights it but whatever
sorcery has been set
upon him, he begins to
fade, wanting only sleep.
As suddenly as this
‘sleep’ assault came on, it
dissipates.
Interestingly, he shakes
his head, trying to clear
his head only to see the
room alter before him.
Also of interest, he
denotes his swords
momentary yet faint glow
of white – a glow that
seemed to correspond to
the dissipation of the
‘sleep’ assault…
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Within two blinks of his eyes, Aguila
discovers the room he is in is not in a
warehouse, but now a high tech passageway;
the man running from him is no longer a
guard, but an armored trooper.

Madre de
Dios!!

He has been duped.

The new question is: Who did this, and
how far down the rabbit hole is this
going to take him?
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He’s determined that he is now
nd
underground, rather than on a 2
floor platform.

What or who could have assaulted him so?
A mentalist? A hallucinogenic? A
dimensional shift?

Aguila determines that
he is still on Earth;
gravity here is the same
as ever.

And he has determined that the
trooper he fights is human; his
cowardliness reflects well against
those he’s fought before.

The Mexican Eagle needs answers.
It is time to start asking them.
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I know not who you are or
where we are, but you
speakenglish, so tell me…

Get him
Vick!

Oho! You thought to sneak
up from behind and
assassinate me?

There is definitely a greater conspiracy afoot than previously imagined. The troops are North
American, British or Australian. The passageway designs reek of money. The troops armor is a
high quality; their weapons, top of the line. Whatever conspiracy Aguila was hunting to
disassemble has now been identified as being run by a powerful, wealthy benefactor.
This does NOT bode well for Aguila. He is concerned that anyone with the wealth to buld this place
may have more advanced security or even superpowered killers waiting in the wings.
Yet Aguila de Mexico has never shirked from a fight or a mystery. Today is no different.

That shall be
your one and
only
mistake.
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*YEARRRGHH!!!*

Another enigma unfolds. The armor these men
are using is nothing like any he has ever seen
before. It must cost tens of thousands for
just one of these suits.

Whoever is financing them isn’t going to be
happy that several of their troops are dead.
Time to keep moving down the rabbit hole.
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After two corridors and (with the aid of his
lockpicks) into a secure room, Aguila searches
to figure what this rabbit hole yields.

And then he finds it.

Dozens of refrigerated units with Biological
Hazard markings on them.

This cannot be good.

Tyzentpentium. Says here to keep
chilled until use. Danger:
application will weaken a
person’s inhibitions to a high
level of suggestion for over a
three day period. Can be used in
aerosol form only.

This is NOT good.
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Just then the alarms in the facility sound, and
the sound of running boots fill the
passageways. In mere seconds, Aguila is
forced to retreat to a strange room…

It makes sense now; assassinate El
Presidente, frame me, tell the media it was
my doing, unleash this gas all over Mexico
while they push who the next Presidente is.
They are creating a Puppet Government!

<Yield.>

Here
they
come.

…a room that seems to have a high powered
Ionic Beam, not much unlike the one
confiscated from the mad Doctor Phlebotinum
that Aguila defeated a few years ago.

Aguila knows this is bigger than him,
and his odds of survival are slowly
dwindling. He must escape
somehow…tell someone he can trust.
Someone…
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But now is not the time to focus on escape; now
is the time to focus on the fight. The troops are
beginning to swarm him.

*YEARRR--!!*

Note to self: do NOT jump on that
ionic beam platform; that trooper
just had her head sliced in half.

Of course, that doesn’t mean these
OTHER troops couldn’t share her
same fate. More the fitting.
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They keep coming; one after
the other. This is a bad place
for a prolonged battle.

*Uhgn--*

After two minutes of intense fighting, over a dozen troopers have fallen to his swords or death by
way of ionic beam. He is tired. His head still feels strange, as if something or someone is trying to
get into it. He believes he is now facing a mentalist.
Aguila assesses that the enemy must be a lower level mentalist. This ‘mentalist’ has already created an
illusion of the warehouse and guards before, yet Aguila has broken that shroud of deception once
already. If he’s able to break it once, he should be able to do so again.
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After dodging several groups of charging
troops, all looking for him, he slides over
to a computer terminal. He tries to access
communications, but all channels are
locked out.

He instead uses a flash drive from his
belt to download as many files as he can.
Most files require security passwords,
but he copies the files anyway.

His Flash Drive full, Aguila tries to make his way down a deserted passageway when he once
again experiences a wave of nausea and a desire to sleep. Although he isn’t sleepy, he at least
feels the need to holster his weapons. He feels no urgency at all. In fact, he feels like someone
around the corner needs rescuing. Although he feels it’s unimportant, Aguila advances
regardless of the ‘ultra red alerts’ he feels in the back of his head.

There, he finds what looks to be a frail old
scientist in a lab coat with a few worker robots.

Good! You are here to
save me and my
friendly robots!

Aguila feels that he needs to save them.
Yes. Saving them is the right thing to do.
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He feels no reason to have to defend
himself. We’re all friends here…right..?

No swords are needed here.
PASSIVE SETTINGS
REMAIN IN EFFECT

No need for weapons
around us! We’re all
friends here, right?

All is well.

Aguila de
Mexico is here
to save the day
again…right…?

The swords might scare the frail old man.

Swords frighten me. You
don’t need your swords
out around us.

All is well,
Aguila de
Mexico…
…you’re
here to save
the day
again,
aren’t
you??
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FIRE!!!

AGGRESSIVE
MODE:
ENGAGED

MewHAHA HA!

Die, you
fool!
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Not-Ugn-tOday!

Oh, you’re the first
in many years to do
that, Aguila! How
exhilarating it is to
be hurt again!

PA-Thoot!

*ARGH!*
Gn-eargh! Urgh!

OH, Mister DeVega, I must admit
this has been the most fun I’ve
had in years! Here you came
looking to save El Presidente,
and instead you found something
that no one even knows exists.

Your blades must be blessed; only
holy objects can cause me pain.
For payment of this… excitement,
as you die, know who it was that
defeated you. We already rule
this world; we have for years.
Know that you were defeated by…

Nn..gluh..nn…
Nn..gluh..nn…

Except

you.
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*ARGH!*

Know this, Mister DeVega, as
a result of your final callous
action, I intend to wipe you,
your familyand your LEGACY
from the world.

GAH!..nn...

Nn..

…No...

For all intents
and purposes,
Mister DeVega,
you are
officially….

Hehe…OW..heHe. Oh, now
that was rude, Mister
DeVega! THAT REALLY
hurt. You even damaged
my disguise.
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DEAD.

DRONES: Take his
body to the Lion Pits
and feed it to them.
Throw his swords in
the Foundry and melt
them.

I’ll personally take care
of wiping out Mr.
DeVega’s life…as if he

NEVER
existed.
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Affirmative.

It’s such a shame that Mister
DeVega didn’t have a
Mediporter transponder on
his person. Now he’ll never be
able to be healed…or found.

“Not that any known Mediporter could ever transmit or teleport through my ECM field…”

…Doctor,…

…we have a
problem…

As the mysterious and disguised ‘frail old man’ screams at the top of his lungs, we bear
witness to his immediate wrath. His drones immediately self-destruct and nearly 40 of his
troopers are killed by the ‘frail, old man’s’ hands. Aguila’s body MUST be recovered for
his plans to go forth. Dead, all the better. But if, by the tiniest of chances, alive…

…THERE WILL BE NO SALVATION TO THOSE WHO SAVED HIM.
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THE LUCK ‘O THE IRISH
Back in the devastated Galaxy City, the meteor shower has finally come to an end. The
remaining Meteor Creatures (which some are now calling ‘Neo-Shivans’), have either
been rounded up or destroyed. The city, however, will take years to rebuild.

Galaxy City was once home to Hero Corps, as well as Back Alley Brawler. Amidst the
destruction, Galaxy City’s physical nature may have been obliterated, but the soul of its
heroes lives on.
Among the brave police, firefighters, military and civilian personnel, those thousands
of heroes that once started their careers in Galaxy City, will never forget what the city
once wrought them.
A gleaming spire of modernism; a memorial to Galaxy Girl and many other heroes who
gave their lives in the pursuit of helping others. Galaxy City’s soul is embroiled upon
all who stepped to Back Alley Brawler’s training dais and received their first security
level. Even the local radio station, ‘The Cape’, who once enjoyed hosting dance parties
out at Gemini Park, still to this day, lives on – even when Galaxy City is all but gone.
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One day, Galaxy City may return. One day, Back Alley Brawler may mount the training
dais and reward a new hero’s first security level. One day, we may all dance again,
together, in Gemini Park while listening to the Cape Radio. One. Day.

*Last Issue -ChronoDeej

But currently, amidst the damage and debris, the fires and the dead, a sole figure walks
out from the ruins of Galaxy City. He is new to being a hero, being only 13 years of age,
but earlier today, he performed as a hero.*
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…and the city’s gone. What
good
WHUPWHUPWHU
WHUPWHUPWHU
HUPWHUPW
Well, boyo, yer
did I do t’day? Nor a thing!
‘Da’ sent ye here
Punched some damned big beastie
to come be a real
‘til some ‘oer hero had the
hero. You get
gumption to take eit down.
here...

E’en now…I don’t know where to
go ‘r what ‘t do. All I know is I
getta find me Da’s old teammate,
Captain Invader. Guess it’s Major
Invader now…like I unerst’nd eny
military ranks ‘t all.

I saw ‘nother copter take
off
WHUPWHUPWHU
WHUPWHUPWHUPW
HUPWHUPW
from here ‘an this one land
but a minute ago…

…maybe they can
haep me out.
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…to the
Atlas
WHUPWHUPWHU
WHUPW
UPWHUPW
HUPWHUPWH
‘Aer’s so
much
Park Hospital…
destruction…Canna be Da’s start
was no differ’n than this in 1940
wit’ the Bombin’ o’ London??

Ok, this woman is
stabilized with the
psyche-tranq. Let’s
get her on the Helo.
Yes, Dr. Sornheim.

Well, what’s ‘a
here??
WHUPWHUPWHU W

Women popin’
otta thin air…
PWHUPWHUP
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…strange,
creepy men…

HUPWHUPWH

…‘n Ima guessin’ that
be thar muscle.
WHUPWHUPWHU WHUP
Well, I dinna get dressed
up and hop the Atlantic
fer fun now, didn’ I?

Time fer some introductions.
HUPWHUPWHUPWHUPW
…one of Irish
‘Alo! I’m…
Fighter’s bastard
sons. Yes, I know. I’m
the Dark Watcher and
I don’t have any time
for you or your ‘clan’.

WHUPWHUPWHU WHUPWHUPWHUP
Well, that
was damned
rude ‘o ye.

We have serious work to
do here. I don’t have the
time or patience for you
or any of your ilk. It’d
been best if you’d stayed
in Ireland, boy.
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HUPWHUPW
I dinnae know
what my ‘kin’ did
te warrant such
ire, but burnin’
yuir bridge a’for
ets built is a daft
maneuver, man.

G’Day te ye…
sir!!

Perplexed and
agitated, the
youngest son of the
legendary Irish
Fighter storms off
to the Helicopter,
hoping to catch a
ride to somewhere
that the Jackobite
he just talked to,
isn’t.

WHUPWHUPWH
UHUPWHUPWH
UPWHUPWHUP
…LOOK, ‘TS NAE LIKE YUIR BREAKING
RULES OR THE SUCH…I JUST NEED A LIFT
TE SEE THIS MAJOR INVADER, THAS ALL.
A FINE WOMAN LIKE YOUSELF CAN
UNDERSTAND MAE NEEDS, RIGHT?

OFFICIALLY, I
CAN’T TAKE YOU
ANYWHERE BUT
TO A SHELTER
IN ATLAS
PARK. YOU
DON’T EVEN
HAVE A
SUPERHERO
REGISTRATION
CARD YET…

Upon arriving, he
espies a young
Longbow agent.
Although only 13,
this young Irish
teen intends to use
his charm to aid
him in getting to
find Major
Invader…

WHUPWHUPWHUHU
PWHUPWHUPWHUP
…BUT, IF YOU CAN GET
EITHER OF THOSE TWO
OVER MY SHOULDER TO
AGREE, WE CAN GIVE YOUR
PLAN A TRY.

POSITRON
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MANTICORE

EXCUSE ME, MISTER
POSITRON, SIR? A’EM…

WHUPW
PWHUP
PWHUP
ONE OF IRISH
FIGHTER’S
KIDS, RIGHT?
INTERESTING
TO MEET YOU.

YOUR FATHER IS ONE HELL OF A
FIGHTER…AND CAN PUT AWAY A
PINT FASTER THAN I CAN BUILD
AN ENHANCEMENT! ANYWAY, WHAT
CAN I DO FOR YOU, SON?

HUPWHUHU
WHUPWHUP
WHUPWHUP

…EHM…AH,
YES, SIR.

ANYHOW, TE MAKE A
LON’ STORY SHORT, I
NEED TE GET TE MAJOR
INVADER’S BASE ‘O
HOME ‘O THE SUCH.’ I’D
PREFER TE GET A RIDE
WIT THAT COPTER, IF’N
YE CAN AUTHORIZE THA’,
SIR.

WHUPWH UPWHUHU
PWHUPW HUPWHUP
HUP WHUP PWHUPW
SON, IF YOU HAVEN’T NOTICED, ALL
OUR RESOURCES, INCLUDING THE
CHOPPER ARE BEING UTILIZED TO
HELP THE VICTIMS OF GALAXY CITY.

I’M AFRAID I CAN’T HELP YOU. LOOK, I
HAVE TO GET BACK TO THE SURVEY TEAM.
OH, AND SOME ADVICE: IF I WERE YOU, I’D
STEER CLEAR OF MAJOR INVADER…HE’S
NOTHING BUT TROUBLE.
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WHUPWHUP
#%*&^%*^@%#+?
WHUHUPWH
@#*$”>(#%$!! *
UPWHUPWH
UPWHUPWH
WHUPWHUP
UPWHUPWH

WHUPWHUPWHUHUP
WHAT? I CAN’T
Damn this!
WHUPWHUPWHUPWH
HEAR YOU
SIR!! Cannae
WHUPWHUPWHUPWH
OVER THE
ye help me
HELICOPTER!
WHUPWHUPWHUPWH
find Major
Invader?
WHUPWHUPWHUPWH
WHUPWHUPWHUPWH

*Irish cursing (bad language) – Swearin’ Deej

WHUPWHUPWHUH
UPWHUPWHUPWH
#%*&^%*^
WHUPWHUPWHUP
@%#+?@
WHWHUPWHUPWH
#*$”>(#
UPWHWHUPWHUP
%$!! *
WHUPWH

MA’AM!!
CANNAE YE
HELP ME
FIND MAJOR
INVADER?

WHUPWH
UPWHUH
UPWHUP
I’M SORRY! THE
HELICOPTER IS FULL
YOU’LL HAVE TO WAIT
UNTIL THE NEXT ONE.
YOU LOOK SO
FAMILIAR…ARE YOU
RELATED TO THE IRISH
FIGHTER? HE WAS AN
INCREDIBLE FIGHTER!
I SAW HIM IN ACTION
ON A WWII NEWSREEL
ONCE WHEN HE WAS
YOUNGER, MUCH LIKE
YOURSELF…

WHAT?!?

I SAID, I’M SORRY!
THE HELICOPTER IS
FULL YOU’LL HAVE TO
WAIT UNTIL THE NEXT
ONE. YOU LOOK SO
FAMILIAR…ARE YOU
RELATED TO THE IRISH
FIGHTER? HE WAS AN
INCREDIBLE FIGHTER!
I SAW HIM IN ACTION
ON A WWII NEWSREEL
ONCE WHEN HE WAS
YOUNGER, MUCH LIKE
YOURSELF…
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WHAT?!?

Finally, frustration sets in. He’s
getting no help here. Just like what his
‘da’ once went through decades ago.

To find Major Invader, he’ll have to
fly solo and find him himself.

No money, no registration, no
directions, no help. He only has his
sole driven desire; the desire to be
a true hero to the world.

NEXT ISSUE: WHEW! 80- pages later and we still have lots more to come!! In the next issue,
the Allied Fighters start to find their new home, one by one. As each finds Major Invader, the
Baron strikes again! But what of Aguila de Mexico? What happened to him, and what of the
mysterious ‘frail old man’? Will Atheyta’s announcement to the world upset the carefully laid
plans of Major Invader? Will Doc Alleviation EVER get Medical ready? What of Mr. Hamilton;
has the base’s MG won the main event, or is round two on the horizon? Until French Left
becomes a peace negotiator, remember to return for more of the New Allied Fighters!

Short and sweet, folks! It has been a harrowing two months; I’ve been chased by three tornadoes in
Oklahoma, lived without power for days, and flew to Arizona to help my dad with a horse ranch;
nonetheless to say, my time hasn’t been my own. That said, accolades go out to the Titan Network
and Codebreaker for the release of ICON 1.7! As a direct result of his tireless efforts, the stories of
the New Allied Fighters can continue on INDEFINATELY! YES!! I can now create screenshot art all
on my own even with City of Heroes shutdown! This has opened up all possibilities, including
screenshots never before captured (some are in this very issue!). BRAVO ZULU, CODEBREAKER!
You have earned the first ever vaunted title for MDU Comics Hall of Fame – Savior of the Art! Kudos!

Want to contact us? Send an email or message to:
majordeejuniverse@yahoo.com
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